The main purpose of §1 of this paper is to characterize compact sets of functions when Y is any regular topological space. The problem is therefore to find a condition to replace equicontinuity, which no longer makes sense. We obtain such a characterization which holds for an easily described class of spaces X which includes both locally compact and first countable. In §2 these results are applied to obtain a sort of duality theorem for the ring of real-valued continuous functions, R(X), on a space X. Namely, it is shown that, under quite general conditions, the space X is homeomorphic with the space H(X) of continuous homomorphisms from the ring R(X) onto the real numbers, where R(X) and H(X) are given the "compact-open" topology.
1. Compact sets of functions. All spaces to be considered in what follows will be assumed Hausdorff.
We introduce now the notation of a fe-space first defined by Hurewicz.
Definition. A topological space X is called a &-space if SQX is closed if and only if 5 intersects every compact subset of X in a compact subset.
The ^-spaces are an important class in that they are exactly the spaces whose topology is determined once the compact subsets are Presented to the Society, December 27, 1949; received by the editors April 23,
1949.
known. Let us verify that fe-spaces include both locally compact spaces and spaces satisfying the first axiom of countability.
Let X be locally compact and suppose S(ZX intersects every compact set in a compact set. We must show that S is closed, so suppose x€£•!>. Let TV be a neighborhood of x with compact closure N. Then by assumption NC\S is compact and does not contain x, so there is a neighborhood N' of x such that N'C\(Nr\S) =0. Letting N" = N' C\N, we get N''(^S = N'r\Nr\S<ZN'r\Nr\S = 0, so 5 is closed.
Let X be first countable, and suppose SdX intersects every compact set in a compact set. If x is in the closure of S, then it is a limit point of a sequence (x<) of points in 5, and the set K consisting of the sequence (x<) and the point x is compact. By assumption Kr\S is compact hence closed, so since each point of (x.) lies in KC\S, it follows that xEXT^S and hence xES and 5 is closed. (1) F is closed in Yx;
(2) F(x) is compact for every xC.X; Proof. We first show the necessity of (1), (2), and (3). If F is compact, then (1) is satisfied since Yx is Hausdorff [2] . To prove (2) , define for each x£X, <px from Yx to Y by <px(J)=f{x). Then<p* is continuous, for if U is open in Y and d>x(f) £ U, we let N(f) = [x, U\. N(J) is open by definition of the topology in Yx, and clearly <px(N(x)) C U. Therefore <j>x is continuous and hence if F is compact, so is
Condition (3) is the one which replaces equicontinuity and is less trivial to prove. We observe first that if Q is closed in F, then it is compact, so it suffices to demonstrate (3) for compact sets of functions, hence for F itself.
Let C be closed in Fand set B=\JF~1(C). These sets are open and cover F, so by compactness we can find functions fi, • • • ,fn such that the corresponding Wfi cover F. Thus for every /£ F there is an i such that f{Kf^) C U, and therefore if K* = V\iKfi, we have f(K*)CU for all /Gp so K*C\E = 0. Now let A^* = niiV/i. We show that N*C\S is empty, for N*r\SCN*r\KCK*, so (N*r\S)r^E = 0, and since SC£, /V*nS = 0. Therefore 5 is closed and hence compact as it lies in K, so since X is a /fe-space we conclude that E is closed.
The proof of sufficiency is quite similar to the proof given by Myers for the equicontinuous case. A preliminary result is needed.
Lemma. If a family F in Yx satisfies condition (3) We now obtain the sufficiency of the conditions of Theorem 1 without requiring that X be a &-space. Let F(ZYX satisfy (1), (2), and (3). Since F satisfies (3), it may be considered as imbedded topologically in | Yx\ by the lemma, and we shall denote its image by F'. Now I Yx\ can be considered as the topological product of Y with itself X times, and since F(x) is compact for each x, we get Q= IX*ex F(x) is compact, and since F'C(?C| Yx\, it suffices to prove that F' is closed in | Yx\.
Suppose then g'GF'-The theorem will be proved if we can show g' continuous, for the set F\Jg in Yx will also satisfy condition (3) and will be homeomorphic to F'\Jg' so that gGF-But since F is closed in Yx, we have gGF or g'GF', so F' is closed, hence compact.
We there exists /'GF such that /'G|xo, F| n|x, W\. But/'G|x0, V\ implies /' G T, and hence /'(x) G F since xGAr(xo). Hence WC\Vj£0 for any fF3g(x), which means g(x)Gâ nd therefore g(x) G £7 and g is continuous.
Remark. Condition (3) of Theorem 1 is not equivalent to equicontinuity when F is metric. In fact one easily constructs an equicontinuous family from the unit interval to the reals which does not satisfy (3) .
We now derive a simple consequence of Theorem L is open in X and, since <p(A7(xo)) C [K, U], <j> is continuous.
2. Application to function rings. Let 72 denote the real numbers, X a topological space, and R(x) the ring of all continuous functions from X into R in the compact-open topology. A sub-algebra A (X) CR(X) will be called separating over X if for x^x'G-X", there exists f£-A(X) such that /(x) =0, f(x') 9*0.
We define H to be the set of all continuous homomorphisms from A (X) onto R and we define the natural mapping, <f>, from X into H as follows: <p(x)(/) =/(x) for all fdA(X).
To justify this definition one must show that <p(x) is actually a continuous homomorphism of A (X) onto R, which fact, however, is immediately verified.
Lemma. If A (X) is separating, then <p is one-to-one and onto.
Proof. The one-to-one property follows from the fact that A is separating.
Namely <p(x) =<p(x') implies <p(x)(/) =4>(x')(J) for all f(ELA(X), or /(x) =/(x') and hence x = x'.
To show that <j> maps onto H, let h be a continuous homomorphism from A (X) onto R and let M be the closed maximal ideal which is its kernel. We shall show that there exists xoGXsuch that /(xo) =0 for all /£ M, for suppose this is false. Then M is again a separating algebra on X, for given xj^x'CX choose /£M such that /(x')^0, and gGA(X) such that g(x)=0, g(x')^0. Then if k=fgE.M we have k(x)=0, k(x')5*0. Now since M is separating, we can apply the Stone-Weierstrass approximation theorem [3] which states that a separating algebra of continuous functions is dense in R(x) in the c.o. topology. But since M is closed, this would mean M =A(x), contrary to the fact that h maps onto R. The contradiction shows that every function in M vanishes on some point xo£X. Since M is maximal, it follows that M consists of a\lfCA(X) such that/(xo) =0. Thus h has the same kernel as the homomorphism <p(xo), which means they differ by an automorphism of R, and since the only such automorphism is the identity we conclude that &=<p(xo).
The above shows that X and H are in a natural one-to-one correspondence. The question then occurs as to whether one can make <p into a homeomorphism by giving H a function space topology. We consider the case where the algebra A(X) is completely regular, which means, for any C closed in X and x££C, there exists fCA(X) such that /(x) (£/(C). For this case it is known and easily verified that 4> is a homeomorphism when H is given the p.o. topology. First, <b is continuous for if [/, U\ is subbasic in H, then ll\) =0-1{ä|ä(/)GC/} = {x\f(x)E.U} =f~1(U), which is open since / is continuous. Also <p_1 is continuous, for let C be closed in X and suppose h($:<p(C). If x = <p~1(h), then by complete regularity there exists /£i4 (X) such that/(x) ££/(c) and if we let U be the complement of /(c) it follows that |/, U\ is a subbasic neighborhood of h which does not intersect <j>(C), so 0(c) is closed.
As an application of the results of §1 we prove:
Theorem 3. If X is a k-space and A (X) is completely regular, then if H is given the c.o. topology, <p is a homeomorphism.
Proof. The continuity of <p is precisely the statement of Theorem 2. The fact that <p~l is continuous is seen since we have observed that 0_1 was continuous in the p.o. topology and a fortiori continuous in the stronger c.o. topology.
We remark that the above theorem shows that p.o. and c.o. topology are equivalent on H.
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